At the Seaside

1) How did the family travel on holiday? - page 1
   - by boat
   - by car
   - by plane
   - by train

2) What had happened at the hotel? - page 2
   - it was full
   - it was closed
   - it had burned down
   - the man was ill

3) What did Mum think about the new hotel? - page 5
   - it was too full
   - it was too expensive
   - it was dirty
   - it was too small

4) What did everyone think about the old hotel? - page 6 - 7
   -
   -
   -
   -

5) What happened on the way home? - page 11
   - they had an accident
   - the car broke down
   - they got lost
   - they ran out of petrol

6) Where did they stay in the end? - page 15 - 16
   -
   -
   -
   -

Draw a picture: